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Abstract: A SPICE 111macro model for a triggered vacuum unique, but affords designers the luxury of implementing
gap, a spr3'tron, intended for use in rapid discharge circuits design margin analysis err their electrical systems.
such as Exploding Bridge Wire (EBW) applications, is The rnacro model presented in this paper simnulates
presented. Power MOSFETs in the avalanche mode are the high power switching characteristics of the sprytron.
utilized as the active switching elements in the model. The The techniques for parameter extraction frorn experinaentalmacro model is compared for accuracy in predicting the time
dependent switching current, switch resistance and voltage data will be discussed in detail. A comparison of the bench
drop across the switch using several test circuits. Techniques measurements from several test circuits with the PSpice [21
flwextracting model parameters are discussed, simulation results will be used to determine the macro

model's accuracy in predicting the time dependenl switching

INTRODUCTION current, dynamic switch resistance and voltage drop across
the switch. The use of this macro model does not require an

High-power plasma switches are critical in-depth understanding of the device characteristics. The
components of pulse power devices and electrically activated macro model is designed to allow the user to easily change
explosive systemswhich require high holdoff voltages ( 1-6 sptytron parameters such as trigger probe resistance,
kV ), large currents ( up to 10 kA ), and high rates of capacitance and turn-onvoltage.
current rise ( > 10li A sl ). The sprytron, a triggered
vacuum gap, intended for use in rapid discharge circuits MACRO MODELDEVELOPMENT

such as Exploding Bridge Wire (EBW) applications, meets
these specifications. It is of rugged ceramic/metal An example of the drain-source voltage (VDs) and
construction to withstand hostile environmental conditions current (IDs) characteristics of a power MOSFET conducting

and it's vacuum characteristic allows operation in highly in the avalanche breakdown mode is presented in Figure 1.
radioactive environmenls. Functionally, they act as Figure 2 shows the anode-cathode voltage (VAc) and current

normally-open switching elements. This, combined with a (IAc) characteristics of a sprylron. Due to the similarity in
low on-state resistance and low forward voltage drop, results the voltage and current characteristic cttrvcs it was decided

in an extremely efficient energy transfer fimction, that an avalanche mode MOSFET macro model 131could be
A high power MOSFET when used in the avalanche utilized as the basis for a sprytron macro model. A

mode exhibits behavior similar to a sprytron. It is capable of schematic of the sprytron macro model is presented in Figure

holding offup to 1.2 kV and switching 1 kA in nanoseconds 3, while a netlist ofthe macro model is presented in Table 1.
with a x,e_2¢low on-state resistance. For this to occur, the net
reactance of the other circuit elements must be sufficiently
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low (on the order of 0.25 _) to 0.5 g2 with 100 IIH of MOSIt:IIN^VAt^NCHEI,nI:^_'.DOWNMOt)I:

inductance). Sprytrons typically have a low inductance (10 ,,oo [-_-_-vo---s-[
nil) and a low on-state resistance ( 10 nag2 - 30 m_ ). Duc ...... _,s1......

to their similarity in behavior, the approach presented here is ............. \_._ //------_ ---_
to ,nodcl the sl,rytron by t,tilizit,g a ,,,acre n,odclof. ', - ___MOSFETs in an avalanche condition, g _.____._____

Currently no commercial model for the spa'iron ,_ ....... _ _---------- ,,o0

exists which is for use with present-day, general purpose, ,,_ _/
circuit armlysis programs like SPICE !11and PSpice 121. As
it is often both expensive and difficult to simply build and '_
test systctns, sitnulation and accurate models are becoming TIME(,,)
an important activity. To be able to model a non-
semiconductor device, such as the sprytron, utilizing an
electroniccircuit analysis prograln like SPICE I I I, is nol only Figure 1. Power Mt)SFET Conducting in Avalanche Ih'caktlt_wn Mode.
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SPRYTRON MACRO MODEL NETLIST

.SUBCKT SPRYTRON 10 20 30 30 400

* ] ] I [ GND
* I I I SUBSTRA'FE
* I I CATI lODE (SOURCE)

* I TRIGGER. (GATE)OtX]O

.... * ANODE (DRAIN)
u_o VIDSMON 10A 11 0

,o_o RTRIG 20 30 7K

CTRIG 20 30 560PF
a_o LINT 10A 10 4Nt]
2ooo CDS 11 30 .4UF

* CDS is used to simulate the fall time of the anode-cathode voltage.
o looo M1 11 20 30 30 MOSNORM

• .MODEL MOSNORM NMOS ( LEVEL=I VTO=98 RD=0.06
_'--*" "-'- ** PARAMETERS BELOW INCLUDED FOR DEFAUI,T VALUES

.1tin + AF=I CBD=0 CBS=0 CGBO=0 CGDO=0 CGSO=0
+ CJ=0 CJSW=0 DELTA=0 FC=0.5 GAMMA=0 IS=IE-14

-_oo + KF=0 KP=2E. 5 LAMBDA=0 LD=0 Mj=0.5 MJSW=0.33
TiME + NFS=0 PB=0.8 PHI=0.6 RS=0 RSH=0 TPG=I

[ l +UO=60 VMAX=0 XJ=0 XQC=I JS=IE'8 UTRA=0-- I(AC) .... V(AC) + NSUB=0 NSS=0

** PSpice (MICROSIM) SI'ECIFIC PARAMI?,TERS FOLLOW
+ JSSW=0 L=IE-4 N=I PBSW=0.8 RB=0 RDS=IE12

+ W=I000 RG-0.5 "IT=ION WD=0)

*The trigger threshold voltage can be varied by changing the parameter
* VTO in mosnoma model parameter set. Be sure that VTO is 2 volts
* less than the trigger voltage, otherwise the MOSFET wodt turn on.

Figure 2. Spt_ron Anode-Cathode current and voltage curves. M2 11 25 30 30 MOSAVAL
EGSAVAL 25 30 300 400 1
* ---BEGIN LATCH ....

*The threshold current can be changed in the HLATCII statement. The
* -1500 value corresponds to a 150A threshold current. Multiply the

The sprytron has a region of low current (100 A to *threshold current value times-10 to obtain lSYcoefficient in POLY.

200 A), which I will refer to as a threshold current, which HLATCH 100 400 POLY(I) VIDSMON -l.S00 10c

occurs just prior to the avalanche current mode. In order to DLATCH 100 200 DLATCH
R! 200 300 1

model these effects, two level-1 MOSFETs are used in CLATCH 300 400 10N

parallel. MI models the threshold current, trigger probe RLATCH 300 400 50K
capacitance and resistance, and the trigger turn on voltage DCLAMP 400 300 DCLAMI'

*--END OF LATCH---

while M2 models the avalanche current. LINT represents .MODEL MOSAVAL NMOS ( LEVEL=I VTO=I RD=0.06
the internal inductance of the sprytron. RTRIG represents **PARAMETERSBELOWINCLUDEDFOILDEFAULTVALUES
the trigger probe resistance and CTRIG represents the +AF=I CBD=0 CBS=0 CGBO=0 CGDO=0 CGSO=0
trigger probe capacitance of the sprytron. The sprytron +cJ=o cJsw=o DELTA=0 FC=0.5 GAMMA=0IS=IE-14+ KF=0 KP=2E-5 LAMI31)A=0 LI)=0 M,I=0.5 MJSW=0.33

trigger turn on voltage is the parameter VTO in M1. The +NFS=0 PB=0.8 PHI=0.6 RS=0 RSH=0 "rl'G=l
capacitor CDS is implemented to simulate the anode-cathode +uo=6o VMAX=0XJ=0 XQC=I JS=IE-8 UTRA=0

+ NSUI3=0 NSS=0
voltage fall time. The latch circuit in Figure 3b is used to

** PSpice (lvlICROSIM) SI)ECIFIC I)AI/AMETEI_,S I.'OI,LOW
control the avalanche MOSFET M2. Voltage source +Jssw=o L=IE-4 N=I I'BSW=0.8 RI3=0 RDS=IEI2

VIDSMON is used to control HLATCH, a first-order +w=io00 RG=0.5 "r'r=10N WD--0)
polynomial currcnt-controllcd voltage source. When the .MOI)EL I)LATCH D( IS=IE.14 N=I BV=40K**PARAMETERS BELOW INCLUDED FOR DF,I:AUI,T VALUES
voltage across HLATCH reaches approximately 0.7 V, +Al:=l CJO=0 EG=l.ll FC=0.5 Ki'=0 mV=lE-10
DLATCH begins conducting through RI and CLATCH. +M=0.5 RS=0 "l-F=0 VJ=l XTI=3

** PSpice (MICROSIM)-SPECIFIC PARAh4ETI'_I(S I:OLI,OW
EGSAVAL is a voltage-controlled voltage source whose +IBVL=0 IKF=IEI2 ISR=0 NBV=I NI]VL=I NR=2

purpose is to turn MOSFET M2 on. This occurs when the +TIKF=0 TBVI=0 TBV2=0 TRSI=0 TRS2=0)

voltage across CLATCH (node 300 ) reaches 1 volt. M2 has .MODEL DCLAMP D( IS=IE-12 N=I BY=IS

a ver)., low drain resistance, RDaval , which enables M2 to **PARAMETERSBELOWINCLUDEI)FORI)EFAUI,TVALUES+AF=I CJO=0 EG=I.I1 FC=0.5 KF=0 IBV=IE-10
simulate the avalanche current mode of the sprytron. +M=0.5 RS=0 TT=0 VJ=I Xq'I=3

)
** PSpice (MICP, OSIM) -SPECIFIC 1 ARAMETERS FOLLOW

+IBVL=0 IKF=IEI2 ISR=0 NBV=I NBVL=I NR=2

+TIKF=0 TBVI=0 TBV2=0 TRSI=0 TRS2=0)
} •.ENI)S SI R'x TRON

TAI|I.E 1, NI"I'LIS_I" FOR TIlE SPRYI'RON MACRO MODEL
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total resistance and inductance in tim circuit. Once the
source values of resistance and inductance have been

DRAIN [ANODEI measured for the external circuit elements, including

10L, parasitics from wires, leads, and connections, the sprytron
LINT model parameters can be calculated. All but two parameters

( VTO and RD ) in tile MOSFET model statements use the
default values.

_ VIDSMON
GATE ,,. J. SPRYTRON MACRO MOI)EI, PARAMETEI{ CALCULATIONS

L,I
IR G_L "-]_ _M CO°='DF'ALRADIANFREQUENCY=

NATURAL FREQUENCY OF AN L-C CIRCUIT =

TRI M1C l 2 J EGSAVAL 2,Tt,f=2,Tt,(1/T)=(L,C)(-I;2)
Iq 31] f = FREQUENCY OF IAC CURRENT WAVE FORM =1 ] T

W = PERIOD OF IAC CURRENT WAVE FORM
w

-- .0(2)1/2SOURCE/BULK COd REAL RADIAN FREQUENCY = ( fOol

[CATHODE} oc = RaotaI I ( 2 *Lto _ )
Rao_ = EFFEC'rlVE TOTAL RESISTANCE OF TEST CIRCUIT =

a] MOSFETpo, r#onof ..VPRPT-RONA4,4CROMODEL REXT + Rpar_+ RCVR
REXT = EX"FERNAL LOAD RESISTANCE

( USE Rto.a- Rpar.- RCVRINSIMULATIONS)

DLATCH Rp.. = RD.o.n // RD.v_,
1DO 2110 RD,,o_ = DRAIN RESISTANCE VALUE OF MOSFET MI =

4 k RD ,,_j= 2 * Rpa_

> RDv _ = DRAIN RESISTANCE VALUE OF MOSFET M2 =
='-R1 RD = 2 * R

HLATCH norm p.,.
CEXT=TOTAL EXTERNAL CAPACITANCE IN TEST CIRCUIT

300 LiD_ = EFFECTIVE TOTAL INDUCTANCE OF'rEST CIRCUIT =

_ DCLAMP LEXT + Lint

RLATCH_ L,. t = SPRYTRON MACRO MODEL INDUCTANCE

;LATCH LEXT = EXTERNAL CIRCUIT INDUCTANCE

( USE L/etaI - Li. t IN SIMULATIONS)
GND ....................................................................................

Calculations for detcnnining:

Rtot_d , l.,totaI , Rpara, Rl)aval , RDnonn, _, and oJ°
....................................................................................

bl Latch c#cuitcontrols avManche mode MOSr'TT i( t )= A e"_' cos( cod t ) + B e'_' sin ( COdt )
i(0)=A=0

• i(t) = Be"_tsin(c% t)

di /dt = cod Be"_tCOS(fOd t) -Be"_tsin(%_ t)
Figure 3. Spr)4ro)) Macro Model Solve for max/rain ::_ d i / d t = 0

% = o_ (sin(co d t)/ cos(% t))
Paran;eter Extraction

or Ct = COd (COS(CO d t)/sin(fo d t))
Use the lab data peaks to solve for several values of c/and ave_ ._ethem.

Figure 4 shows the test circuit used for parameter Solve for COo= (COd 2+ OC2 )I/2

extraction and model verification. Parameter extraction for L/etaI = ( 1 / (0)02 * C ) )

tile model requires known values of tile external circuit R_ot_= o_ * 2 * Ltota1

elements, measurements from laboratory data (IAc as a Rpara= PhotO"REXT
fitnction of time), and a series of simple calculations from RD_ = RDo,m = 2 * Rp,,,
ihe characlcristic equations [41 for an under damped series
RLC circuit. Model parameter values are initially calculated

using the method outlined in Table 2. The IAC wave forms Table l. Dcla,ls ofSprylmn Maclo Model I)atamctc[ Calculations

provide the timing valt, ; needed for the calculation of the
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- Tile sprylron which we measured had a minimum holdoff

VCC voltage of 10 kV, a trigger probe resistance of 1 kf2, a
minimum trigger voltage of 100V, and a trigger capacitance

]_ ._Reo of 650 pF. Measured laboratory data and simulated PSpice lLEXT 2 i data are shown in Figure 7 lbr lest conditions of Vcc =5575 V, CEXT = 0.5 uF, LEXT = 321 nil, REXT= 543 m
]ANODE -7 __, and RCVR = 5 mE:). Figure 8 displays the measured and

L simulated voltage and current data for a different load
TRIGGER.,,, condition ( VCC = 5575 V, CEXT = 0.06 uF, LEXT = 401

O1,,i L CEXq nil, REXT = 269 mr2 and RCVR = 5 rex") ). The macroVIRIG model accurately simulates the peak values, decay

t CATHODE characteristics, and ring down frequency of Inc. Tile macro

30 model accurately simulates the decay characteristics of VAC,
however better measurement techniques need to be explored

RCVR in order to obtain accurate VACwaveform data.

GND REXT

V(E - ,f675V, Ci;.YT,- 0.06uF, l,I,xr - 401lall.RI..'XT- 2111;1m

I(XI.I

Figure 4. Test circuit for parameter exlraction and model verification, r,o

_o

MOI)EI. FVALUATION _ f--_, ....... _-................... . ...................... -_
•l, I1"1[-I'111 i'l 41I[0

Aclual applications rely on tile anode-cathode '_' [ 'i
current supplied to the load. Data was taken using a ,,_o

l

Tektronix DSA602A digitizing oscilloscope. Although the .,_ t
voltages are displayed in the figures, there was not a ,m_
requirement Io malch these. The voltage measurements were
extremely difficult to obtain. The 1000X Teklronix 6015A
voltage divider probe which was used to take tile voltage
llleastlrelllenls only had an accuracy of approximately 10%. Figure 5. Measured anode-cathode voltage lbr S shots.

In addition, the rneasuren_ents had to be obtained at 100
MHz bandwidth which introduced noise. We obtained
measurements at a 2(1MHz bandwidth which resulted in less

noise, but altered the fall time of tile voltage waveform, vc_-_s75v.cl.:x'r_o.or, ul:.tJ_r_)lnlLRI..vcr=2mm

Therefore, we had to use 100 MHz bandwidth _ 1 ¢,,

measurements. Figures 5 and 6 display Ihe vollage and ,_,,,[jr\o_'- l _'

current data for 5 shols using the same sptTtron and load ,,_,,

circuit. The vollage peak values vary ;Is nltlch aS 67% /'__ _-
(cxcluding thc- 1000 V spikes). There is varialion in current '_

peak values of;is much as 6% on the second and third peaks. _,,_o..... .,,_ _,,_.... !...... _.... /....... _,, p .......... ,,,

tile first current peak for IAc be within 5 % of the measured .,_
value and that the second and third peaks be within 10 %.
q'he timing parameter requirements for the IAC wave form
were lhat the first three peaks and pulse widths be within 8

'IIMF.

% of lhc mcasurcd valucs. The macro model mcl or
cxcecdcd lhesc rcquircmcnls. Wc vcrilicd lhc macro model
againsl mca.,.;urcd valttcs ['or scvcral diflcrcnl loads,
CapilCilOl'S, illld illlO(.[c vollagcs IlSillg I[ic circuil ill Figtl1"e 4. Figure 6. Measured anode-cathode curlcnl dala lot .5shols.
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SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS

- 5.v5v, _a,xr=_'_,_,wxr - 32_,,,.(_'r =o.s_v A macro model of a high energy switch, a sprytron,
has been presented. The model is SPICE2G.6 cotnpatible

_!._ which allows it to be used in tile broadest range of circuit

........_^(__ simulators. The model accurately simulates the firing

/.%_ ........ ,aAC_._u.xs characteristics of the anode-cathode current. The model is

_e [\ .... _,,(._._M unique because it utilizes an elcctronic circuit analysis

t_ .... ,a^c_-s_._ program to model a non-semiconductor device. The model
parameters arc relatively easy to extract from measured data.

o Tile use of this macro model does not require an in-depth

.,.,,o,_.... _o_o,:o, , o_ _ _,o, ,,,i, understanding of tile device characteristics. Tile macro
model is designed to allow the user to easily change sprylron
parameters such as trigger probe resistance, capacitance and

•nM_. turn-on voltage. Future work could be done to improve tile

Vac phase and amplitude characteristics. However, the
model allows a designer to explore variations in circuit
loads, thus enabling the designer to optimize his circuit

design analytically without having to rcsorl to the more
Figure 7. Anode.Cathode voltage and current characteristics ( measured expensive method of laboratmy bench testing.

and simulated ).
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